An extension of deformationally self-consistent approach to a quantitative analysis of adiabatic and nonadiabatic effects in vibration-rotational spectra of diatomic molecules is presented. We consider vibrational displacements of nuclei in the vicinity of dynamical reference conformation R" j that depends not only on the rotational quantum number J through the action of centrifugal force, but also on the vibrational v one, through nonadiabatic vibrational effects of high order. The method is applied to LiH X 1L"±; reported wave numbers of transitions are reproduced with 3 =
Introduction
Highly resolved infrared and microwave spectra of diatomic molecules are the source of important information about the internal structure and physical properties of the latter including mechanical, extra-mechanical and electromagnetic molecular properties. The mechanical effects are customarily discussed in terms of a Born-Oppenheimer (BO) function of internuclear potential energy expanded as a series (713) in the vicinity of the BO reference conformation R0 . For a chosen coordinate Ę we obtain the common (la) Dunham [1] , (1b) Simons-Parr-Finlan [2] and (lc) Ogilvie [3] expansions, respectively.
Extra-mechanical properties include adiabatic and nonadiabatic effects. The former are attributed to the dependence of internuclear potential energy not only on internuclear distance but also on relative nuclear momenta, whereas the latter appear because electrons fail to follow the nuclei perfectly during their rotational and vibrational motions. Adiabatic effects involve only the electronic ground state X 1L"+ or 0+ for vibration-rotational spectra, whereas nonadiabatic effects are expressed in terms of matrix elements connecting the electronic ground state and electronically excited states, commonly "H for rotational effects [4] .
In a quantitative analysis of molecular spectra these extra-mechanical properties are represented by radial functions [5] describing the adiabatic V'(R), nonadiabatic rotational e (R) and nonadiabatic vibrational ,6(R) effects. In the above formulae m e , ma , mb, m are masses of electron, nuclei and reduced mass of the nuclei, respectively.
Electromagnetic properties of a molecule, including its dipole moment, electric polarity, and rotational g-factor connected with a molecular magnetizability, can be deduced from the parameters tαi(b) appearing in (3). They are related [4] to the rotational g-factor gJ and electric dipole moment µ (for an assumed polarity ±AB -) in the following manner:
In the above equations mp is protonic mass and e is protonic charge.
A standard procedure for evaluation of radial functions V(R), V'(R), c (R), ,3(R) from pure rotational and vibration-rotational spectra of diatomic species in an electronic ground state X "E+ or 0+ is based on a theoretical model developed by Herman and Asgharian [6] containing subsequent refinements by Bunker [7] , Watson [8] , Herman and Ogilvie [9] , and by Ogilvie [10] [11] [12] . This approach applies an analytic formalism originated by Dunham [1] but with a treatment greatly extended to include adiabatic and nonadiabatic effects. Another method is based on the deformable-body model (DBM) [13] and a deformationally self-consistent (DS-c) procedure (DS-cP) [14] of the treatment of spectral data. This approach was tested first on single isotopomers of several diatomic molecules [13, 14] , and then applied in the quantitative analysis of adiabatic and nonadiabatic rotational effects in GaH [15] , LiH [16] , and GeS [17] providing a satisfactory reproduction of the transitions detected by making use of fewer fitting parameters than in the standard approach [18] [19] [20] . Because the available spectral data were insufficient to allow a separate evaluation of , (3(R) representing nonadiabatic vibrational effects, we used in calculations the simplified DS-cP with all parameters s" constrained to zero.
The main aim of this paper is an extension of our method to include nonadiabatic vibrational effects (NVE) in the DBM and DS-c scheme. In comparison to our previous model we consider vibrational displacements of nuclei in the vicinity of dynamical reference conformation RvJ that depends not only on the rotational quantum number J, through the action of centrifugal force, but also on the vibrational v one, through nonadiabatic vibrational effects of high order. For a test calculation we apply the generalized DS-cP to the simultaneous analysis of pure rotational and vibration-rotational spectra of 7 Li 1H, 6 Li 1H , 7 Li2 H, and 6 Li2 H in a scheme with constrained ta i (b) parameters. The latter were determined [4, 12] from the rotational g-factor and dipole moment of LiH, both from quantum-chemical calculations. Such an approach requires an application of high order parameters
o a c h i e v e t h e s a t i s f a c t o r y r e p r o d u c t i o n o f t h e s p e c t r a
; h e n c e i t i s u s e f u l f o r the test purpose. In the final part of the paper we introduce a parameter characterizing molecular susceptibility to rotational and vibrational deformation; it is a new property of molecules, evaluated from rotation-vibrational spectra, being an objective criterion of molecular rigidity.
MethOd
The standard procedure for the reduction of spectral data, comprising wave numbers of pure rotational and vibration-rotational transitions, to parameters of radial functions (1)- (4) is based on the wave equation derived by Herman and Asgharian [6] or in an equivalent form [21] The nonadiabatic functions α(R), (3(R) , appearing in (7), have the same absolute order (me /m) 2 according to the nature of electronic matrix elements that they represent [12, 21] . However, relative to their addends of unity they appear in (9) as functions of intrinsic order m e /m; similarly adiabatic term V'(R) is of the same order me/m relative to BO potential V(R) [12] . Consequently, the wave equation (7) can be significantly simplified by applying the linear approximation [12] and ignoring all terms containing a ratio of electronic to nuclear mass to powers greater than me/m [12] . As a result we obtain the Schrödinger equation [12] amenable to semi-classical Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) treatment, provided that E,, J appearing in (14) is treated as a known power series expansion in J and v [6] . To this effect another approximation [6] is used, in which EBOvJ denotes the BO term values obtained by solving Eq. (13) for
To obtain eigenvalues of the wave equation (13) one expands [5, 12] the effective potential (14) into a series of Dunham's coordinate x = (R-R0 )/R0 and then one applies Dunham's semi-classical approach [1] or hypervirial theorem [10] , variational [22] , or perturbational [23] method. For the first two cases, the eigenvalues take the form [5, 121 in which Ykl are Dunham's term coefficients depending on R0 and ci, whereas 
As was pointed out, a standard procedure to derive eigenvalues (16) is based on an expansion of UvJ (R) into a series of Dunham's variable x = (R -R0 )/R0 • This approach seems to be justified [15] only for purely vibrational systems described by the BO potential (1). In a more general case of molecules endowed with the effective potential (14) , vibrational displacements of nuclei take place in a vicinity of a modified equilibrium conformation Rv J defined according to the criterion for a minimum An alteration R0 -> Rv, is a result of the centrifugal deformation [14] [15] [16] [17] and NVE of high order (it) responsible for the appearance of the term E vJ 3(R) in the effective potential (14) and additional v-dependence of RvJ• Starting from this basic idea we express all terms in the wave equation (13) in which H is a Hamiltonian operator appearing in (21) .
The dynamical equilibrium state between deforming and restoring potential forces is achieved when and Yk 0 are purely Dunham's vibrational coefficients Yk0 [1] , in which substitutions {R0, an } --{R,/, avJn} are made.
Generalized DS-c procedure
The obtained energies (30) depend not only on an unknown parameter Rv J, defined according to a general equilibrium condition (17) in which Equation (29) is amenable to straightforward solution in the WKB scheme [1] providing the term values in which but also on the energy levels EvJ hidden in the coefficients bvJn . To determine parameters qi from spectral data we must consequently work either in the DS-c scheme with one circulating parameter xvJ = (R -Rv J )/Rv J assuming EvJ E BO vJ, or in the generalized DS-c approach with two circulating parameters xvJand Ev J. The second case is interesting as then we eliminate the approximation (15) employed in the standard scheme. Here we work with a doubly iterative scheme involving two circulating parameters.
For the initial values of EvJ = E BOv J a n d 
ApplicatiOn
The proposed method is tested on spectral data of 7 Li 1H, 6 Li 1H 7 Li2H, and 6 Li2 H, investigated in Refs. [4, 22] . These data comprise 543 unduplicated rotational and vibration-rotational transitions measured with an individual precision from 1.67 x 10 -6 cm -1 to 1.0 x 10 -3 cm -1 [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Table I presents the values of radial parameters obtained in a standard approach employing Radiatom programme [5, 6, 12] , and in a generalized DS-c scheme. The uncertainty in parentheses is a one-estimated standard error in units of the last quoted digit of the fitted values. In the calculation 14 parameters tα(b)i=0-6 were constrained to the values specified in Ref. [12] ; all other parameters were constrained to zero. The parameters tą_( ó)_ 6 were calculated [6, 12] from the relationships [6] including the rotational g-factor gJ(R) and the electric dipolar moment μ(R) of LiH, both electronically computed.
Working in the DS-c scheme we used Dunham's vibrational coefficients [1] up to the sixth order for 0 < k < 4, including α n , 0 ≤ n ≤6 potential parameters. The expansion coefficients bv J n o f e f f e c t i v e p o t e n t i a l e n e r g y ( 2 4 ) c o n t a i n t h e derivatives up to eighth order calculated using the Maple processor.
The proposed iterative DS-cP with 2 circulating parameters requires in the case of LiH 15 iterations to produce parameters in a final set such that the values alter less than their standard errors, and affect insignificantly the precision of the calculations. The initial values of the fitted parameters were taken from Ogilvie's calculation [12] .
In Table II , the parameters xv J = (RvJ -R0)/R0 for LiH in four isotopic variants are reported; they are evaluated with an accuracy e = 10 -15 to be achieved in 30 iterations using the Newton-Raphson procedure. The quantity x 00 in Table II denotes an adiabatic-nonadiabatic reference conformation defined according to the criterion of minimum potential energy
Results and discussion
The application of the generalized DS-cP with two circulating parameters enables a reduction of wave numbers of 543 rotational and vibration-rotational transitions of LiH to 14 independently adjustable radial parameters reproducing the reported wave numbers within 1.09 times (on average) the uncertainties of the measurements. The value of the F-statistic was 5.98 x 10 14 ; deviations of only 8 data exceed three specified uncertainties, none greater than 4.57, and 397 lines were reproduced within 1.00 or less stated uncertainties of measurements. Of 91 independent values of correlation coefficients from the matrix of variance and covariance, only two magnitudes exceed 0.96; cc(uH2 , só) = 0.967 and cc(c3,c4) = 0.981.
Fitting data with parameters quoted in Table I , enriched_ with c 5 and c6 , we evaluated c5 = -0.0014(53) and c6 = 0.017(11) with δ = 1.071 and F = 5.25 x 10 14 . Hence, by the virtue of the criterion of the maximal F-statistic we eliminated c5 and c6 from the final parameter set; their omission only slightly deteriorates the accuracy of spectral reproduction. These results differ from those of Ogilvie [12] , who evaluated c5 = -0.0307(52) and c6 = 0.0921(96); they were indispensable to fit the input data.
with relatively large errors, moreover their presence in the fit led to the divergent DS-cP due to a strong correlation between s H1 , s L i 1 a n d o t h e r p a r a m e t e r s . W e t h u s decided to constrain their values to zero. A similar condition arose in the standard approach [12] .
According to the method employing the Radiatom programme, a fit of the same data required 17 free fitted parameters and 11 parameters tLii 0 -6 ,4
4 _ 0 _ 3
[ 4 ] constrained; the normalized standard deviation was 1.095 whereas the F value 5.0 x 10 14 . Fitting the same data with 14 parameters t -0_6, t Hi 0 _ 6 c o n s t r a i n e d , Ogilvie [12] evaluated 15 adjustable parameters, at the same statistical characteristic of the fits (J.F. Ogilvie -private communication). Thus, we conclude that the reduction in the DS-c scheme of 543 spectral data of LiH to 14 radial parameters in Table I is more efficient than the one obtained previously [12] .
The inspection of Table II reveals that a dynamical reference conformation RvJ of LiH increases not only with J because of centrifugal force but also slightly with v because of NVE of order greater than zero (for s" ). This effect was not previously reported in the theoretical spectroscopy.
A parameter xvJ = (RvJ -R0)/R0 is a source of important information on molecular susceptibility to rotational (v = 0, J = 1) deformation; this piece of information is unavailable in a standard approach. The value of x01 is known for LiH (see Table II ), GaH [15] , GeS [17] , NaCl [29] , N2 [30] , ArH+ and BrCl [31] ; they are reported in Table III . Its inspection reveals that GaH, ArH+ and LiH may be classified as son, N2 and NaCl as semi-rigid, whereas BrCl and GeS as rigid molecules.
